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Abstract—In this study, we propose the novel Voice AnaLysis
Application “VoiLA”, a free web-based speech classification tool
designed to educate users about state-of-the-art speech analysis
paradigms. Further, the platform encourages users to take an
active role in improving the service by providing labelled speech
data via an associated web interface. VoiLA allows users to record
and upload voice samples directly from their browser. The speech
data is then analysed in a state-of-the-art classification pipeline,
using a set of pre-trained models which target a range of speaker
states and traits such as gender, valence, arousal, dominance,
and 24 different discrete emotions. The analysis results are then
visualised in the browser, giving users a unique insight into how
their voice sounds. We assess the effectiveness of VoiLA via a
series of user evaluations which indicate that it is fun and easy
to use and routinely provides accurate and informative voice
analysis.
Index Terms—human computation; speech analysis; crowdsourcing; survey.

I. I NTRODUCTION
There have been numerous efforts to develop automatic
speech (emotion) classification systems [1]–[4] and potential
applications such as service robot interactions [5], [6], callcentre monitoring [7], smart homes [8], [9], and driver assistance systems [10]–[12] that benefit from this technology.
The success of these supervised machine learning techniques
highly depends on the amount and quality of labelled training
data required to create robust classification models. Many
(emotional speech) datasets are small with respect to the
number of subjects who participated in the recording, often
resulting in poor generalisations of systems to new speakers.
Current state-of-the-art technologies allow for the gathering
of vast amounts of speech data from the web [13], [14], yet
analysing this content is challenging. This fact, among others,
prevents many interesting large-scale investigations.
Recently, crowdsourcing has emerged as a collaborative
approach highly applicable to the area of language and speech
processing. Crowdsourcing offers a fast and effective way
to gather a large amount of labels [15]–[17] that are of the
same quality as those determined by small groups of experts
[15], [18], [19] but at lower costs [15], [20]. Our online
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crowdsourcing-based, gamified annotation platform iHEARuPLAY 1 [21], [22] and its integrated novel feature “VoiLA”2 ,
the web-based speech classification tool proposed herein,
encourage users to provide labelled speech data on a voluntary
basis while playing a game and supporting science.
A. Related Work
A range of different applications for automatic emotion classification from speech have been introduced in the relevant literature, such as the open-Source Media Interpretation by Large
feature-space Extraction (openSMILE) toolkit [23], EmoVoice
[24], and the Web-based Interactive Speech Emotion (WISE)
classification system [25]. These frameworks are standalone
software packages with a focus on audio recording, audio file
import, feature extraction, and emotion classification.
openSMILE [23], is a cross-platform classification toolkit
that includes libraries for feature extraction. Pre-trained models and scripts to train custom models are available from the
related openEAR toolkit [26]. openSMILE supports real-time
processing and is able to extract more than 500k features.
Other modules exist to allow external classifiers and libraries
such as LibSVM [27] to be integrated and used for classification. openSMILE also supports a variety of data formats from
popular machine learning frameworks such as CURRENNT
[28], the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) [29], WEKA
[30], and scikit-learn for Python [31].
EmoVoice [24] allows the user to create a personal speechbased emotion recogniser and can track the affective state
of the user in real-time. Each user records their own speech
corpus to train the system which can then be used for real-time
emotion classification for the same user. EmoVoice has been
employed in several practical applications including robothuman and virtual agent-human interactions.
WISE [25] features a web-based interface that allows users
to upload speech data and automatically classify emotion using
pre-trained models. Users can suggest alternative labels if the
1 https://ihearu-play.eu
2 https://ihearu-play.eu/voila

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the integration of the different components into a common framework for annotation, training and classification of speech.

result of the classifier is deemed unfitting. Updated labels are
then fed back into the system to retrain the models.
Unlike openSMILE and EmoVoice, VoiLA can be used conveniently without installing any software. WISE is similar in
that it is also web-based and provides automatic emotion classification. VoiLA, however, also provides different states and
traits, like gender, interest, emotion, and arousal/valence, and
is directly connected to the web-based crowdsourcing game
iHEARu-PLAY [21] for gathering annotations and recordings
for new datasets.
B. Contributions of this Paper
We herein propose the interactive speech analysis framework VoiLA which adopts a unique approach by leveraging
the public crowdsourcing annotation platform iHEARu-PLAY.
The aim is to obtain training data and to allow the people
who helped annotate the data, and anyone else, to test and
evaluate the trained system. VoiLA features a web-based
interface that allows users to record and upload their speech
directly from within their browser. Once a speech sample is
uploaded, the system classifies the speaker states and traits
arousal, dominance, valence, gender, and 24 different kinds
of emotions using a model derived from previously labelled
training samples.
II. A RCHITECTURE AND U SER I NTERFACE
VoiLA comprises a unique and novel mix of different
components. The relationship and information flow between
the components are illustrated in Figure 1. Speech recorded
by users on VoiLA is first uploaded to the VoiLA server and
then forwarded to classification. Internally, the system employs
openSMILE to extract an extended and enhanced version of
the GeMAPS feature set [32]. A manually selected subset of
the features is then used in hand-crafted linear and non-linear

regression models for emotion prediction. After the analysis
is finished, the results are sent back to the VoiLA server for
generation of the report page.
Users are provided with the unique ability to correct the
system-proposed labels and to suggest an alternative label if
they do not agree with the automatic analysis result. This new
label will be used later to adapt the models and improve the
accuracy and robustness of the system over time. In this way,
the integration within iHEARu-PLAY will serve as a scalable
way to improve the accuracy by retraining the classifier on
more training data and adding new classification capabilities
in the future.
A. The Crowdsourcing Platform
Training data designed to further improve the classifier
behind VoiLA is obtained through iHEARu-PLAY, our crowdsourcing platform specialized on acquisition of labelled audio
data [21]. The platform is unique in that it provides volunteers
a game-like environment to record and annotate speech [22],
i.e., work is presented to players in an interesting and accessible way by incorporating elements that are typically found
only in games [22].
B. VoiLA
VoiLA’s brower-based interface has been deliberately kept
minimalistic in order to make usage as simple as possible,
while still providing users with detailed information about
their voice. Through the single click of a button, visitors
initiate the recording process (cf. Figure 2). To generate voice
content, users are encouraged to accomplish one of currently
three kinds of tasks – a text task, where the user is prompted to
read out a text loud, an image task where the user is asked to
describe an image, or a game task where the user is allowed to
act out emotions. However, since the linguistic content of the

Fig. 2. The recording page of VoiLA as it is shown to users while recording
their voice. The red microphone shows the user that recording has started.
After having described the picture in own words, the speech sample will be
sent to the server for analysis.

utterance is not leveraged in the sensAI classification system,
users are free to improvise.
Through an integrated Voice Activity Detection component,
the recording stops automatically when the user stops speaking. Alternatively, the user may end the recording by another
click on the recording button. At this point, their recorded
voice sample is uploaded to the server where it is analysed.
After the analysis has finished, results are retrieved from the
server and presented to the user (cf. Figure 3). If desired,
users can correct the results and thereby provide labelled
audio data, which can be used to improve the classifier later
on. This makes VoiLA unique, as it is – to the best of the
authors knowledge – the only tool allowing users to alter
analysis results and thereby improve the classification process
in-line. A user can repeat the analysis as many times as they
desire. Registered users have the additional option to review
the results of their previous recordings. More information on
how the system works and how users can contribute to science
by annotating data through iHEARu-PLAY can also be found
on the website 3 .
As the system is still evolving, the analysis is currently restricted to five aspects: arousal, dominance, emotions, gender,
and valence. Arousal and valence are modelled as continuous
values between -1 and 1, while dominance is given as percentage. The emotions are represented by percentage values
for 24 categories: affection, anger, boredom, contentment,
depression, disgust, enthusiasm, excitement, fear, frustration,
happiness, interest, irritation, joy, nervousness, panic, passion,
pride, relaxation, sadness, satisfaction, stress, tension, and
worry. However, even more categories are planned to be
added in the future, including emotional states such as admiration, amusement, confusion, disappointment, impressed,
loving, serenity, and surprise.
III. U SER E VALUATION
An evaluation study was conducted to assess the effectiveness of the current system, to determine what could be
improved, and to identify the needs and wishes of the users
3 https://ihearu-play.eu

Fig. 3. Top part of VoiLA’s results page as it is shown to users after the
analysis of their uploaded voice sample is finished. From top to bottom: chart
plotting the mood of the user in the 2D arousal/valence space and the bar
chart indicating the dominance of the voice.

for new features. We evaluated the prototype to answer the
following questions:
• What is the usability of the current prototype? What are
possible usability improvements?
• How well are the current features accepted?
• What would users like to see added to the analysis
experience?
• What do players dislike about it and how can these issues
be improved?
To ensure that all data necessary to answer these questions
could be collected, the evaluation survey was tailored specifically to VoiLA. In addition, the System Usability Scale (SUS)
by Brooke [33] was included to evaluate the usability of VoiLA
in a comparable manner. The questionnaire was created and
hosted on the online-platform SoSci Survey4 .
Over the course of 22 days, 26 users had their voice
analysed on VoiLA and afterwards participated in our online
survey, describing their experience. Among these participants
were 16 male and 10 female volunteers. Altogether, we
reached a variety of ages (cf. Figure 4), from 16 to 53
years (mean: 23.6, standard-deviation: 8.69). A large majority
of participants were students (88.5 %), followed by people
employed for wages (7.7 %) and self-employed participants
(3.8 %). Many users had a high school degree or an equivalent
(53.8 %) as their highest academic degree, followed by a
bachelor’s degree (23.1 %), a master’s degree (7.7 %) and other
qualifications (7.7 %). Only few people went to a college
without degree (3.8 %) or had no qualification (3.8 %).
Concerning the usability of VoiLA, evaluation of the collected data shows that VoiLA reaches a 78.13 % SUS usabilityscore (cf. Table 1). According to Bagor et al. [34] who
divided this scale into categories, this indicates that VoiLA
has a good, bordering on excellent, usability. As VoiLA is still
4 https://www.soscisurvey.de

TABLE I
R ESULTS OF THE EVALUATION SURVEY. OVERALL RESULTS ARE
DISPLAYED AS STAR RATINGS ( INTERVALS INCREMENTING IN 20%
STEPS ), FOLLOWED BY ABSOLUTE NUMBERS .
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Fig. 4. Age distribution of users participating in the evaluation survey. The
x-axis displays the age in years, the y-axis the score of participation.

evolving, we are positive about reaching excellent usability
in a future release. The acceptance rate of different tasks
was measured individually and answered on a five-point likert
scale. From these three questions, an acceptance rate of the
task was calculated (cf. Table 1). The image task has the
highest acceptance rate (74.58 %), followed by the game task
(73.33 %) and the text task (67.56 %). This leads to the
conclusion that users generally prefer visual or interactive
tasks over the less demanding text task.
To gather insights on the opinion that users have on VoiLA,
and to receive more detailed feedback and feature requests,
we encouraged participants of our survey to submit free-text
comments where they could explain the choices they made in
the survey and could request features or emphasize positive aspects of the system. Among other things, participants reported
a blurriness of the classifier near the edges of emotion classes,
i.e. wrongly classified emotions close together – e.g. irritation
and anger. This issue will be addressed in a future release
of VoiLA, where we will publish an improved classification
system based on the label corrections that users can already
perform. Another common user request was the introduction
of a delay before the recording, allowing users to read and
think before the recording starts. This feature is already under
development and is implemented by introducing an additional
page where users are able to familiarize themselves with the
given task before starting the recording.
Overall, the system predominantly received positive feedback, stating that VoiLA is easy to use and it is interesting
to see an automatic analysis demonstrated on the own voice.
Additionally, the analysis increased the interest in the science
behind voice analysis and the willingness to participate in
improving the system. This collected feedback allows the
conclusion, that VoiLA is broadly accepted among users.
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own voice analysed. VoiLA allows visitors to record and
upload their voice directly from a website in their browser.
On the backend, the uploaded speech data is run through
a classification pipeline using a set of pre-trained models
that target different kinds of speaker states and traits like
gender, dominance, 24 kinds of emotions, arousal, and valence.
The gathered analysis results are then sent back to the user
and visualized in the browser, giving users unique objective
insights into how their voice sounds.
An extensive user evaluation survey showed that the proposed system has a good, bordering on excellent, usability
and the task system proposed for voice recording is accepted
well. Additional user comments indicated that some enhancements could be made in terms of accuracy of the emotion
classification.
In the future, we will improve the classifiers by retraining
them with already collected and annotated user data within
VoiLA. Further future additions to VoiLA include giving
users the possibility to have their voice analysed not only by
machine learning but by human annotators, as well. We see
our platform iHEARu-PLAY as an ideal platform to collect
these manual labels and plan a tighter integration with VoiLA.
Additionally, we are currently integrating the user feedback
from the conducted evaluation survey. Another long-term goal
is to develop and integrate a classifier, which is capable of
presenting the results to the user in real-time while they are
speaking. Therefore, VoiLA has the potential to popularize
the science behind voice analysis and the annotation process
of iHEARu-PLAY.

IV. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
This paper introduced the novel web-based speech classification tool VoiLA which follows a unique approach by
leveraging the browser-based crowdsourcing game iHEARuPLAY for speech annotation to obtain required training data.
It encourages people who helped annotate data – and anyone
else – to try and evaluate the trained system by having their
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